
APPLICATION OF CPAP CAP SYSTEM FOR MIDLINE PRONG CPAP 
NB: CAP MUST BE RELEASED EVERY 4-6 HOURS TO STOP DEFORMITIES OCCURRING FROM RAPIDLY GROWING HEADS. 

The Neo-prene Cpap Cap System by Austranter Medical. Registered Design No. 147007 Patent No. 2014101151 
Contact: Bev Anderson RN, RM, NICU Cert. P 02 6249 6687 F 02 6161 6200 M 0412 730 950 

E austranter@grapevine.com.au 

 1) Place the middle of the coloured cap rim under the back (nape) of 

neck, then wrap rim over the ears & across the forehead. 

 
 

2) Ensure there is some overlap of the cap rim, where it joins. No 

overlap means the cap is too small. So, use the next size up. Vary the 

site of the overlap, with cares.  

 

3) Secure cap with hook tab, onto coloured loop rim of cap. Have a snug 

but NOT tight fit. If tab crosses stitched line on rim, use a smaller cap. 

 

4) Place the chin inside Chin Strap (CS) slit, to gently hold the mouth 

shut. Feeding tubes can be thread through the slit. Attach to the Neo- 

prene rim of cap with the two 6mm x 20mm small fasteners, either side.                           

 

5) Gather top of cap together & feed into SCT, move SCT down to top of 

the head, creating an even & snug fitting cap, close to scalp. TIGHTEN 

SCT FIRMLY. It is essential that cap material does not slip through SCT. 

 
 6) Attach Snorkel Grip (SG) to midline of rim with red fastener side. 

 

7) Grip foam of midline prongs with blue double sided fastener of SG. 

 

8) Position the rings of the Midline Anchors (MLA x 2), each onto the 2 

hooks of the blue plastic brace of the midline prongs. 

 

9) Gently position prongs into Neonate's nares, as per manufacturer's 
instructions. With the rings in place, direct each MLA towards the nape of 
the neck, on each side. This avoids pressure around the eyes. Secure each 
anchor to the rim with a small double sided fastener (VDS20/6). 

  

10) Optional: Place the Eye Covers (EC) over the neonate's eyes if they are 
requiring phototherapy; if they require a procedure under bright lights; or 
if it is part of the neonates developmental plan to have less visual 
stimulation. Ensure there is no light access to the  neonates eyes, move 
the securing tab up or down to allow the EC to lay flat with no gaps. 
Secure the Eye Covers with the double sided fastener 

 

. NB: ALL FASTENERS ARE DOUBLE SIDED, SO THEY CAN BE USED ON 

THE SAME OR OVERLAPPING RIM SITES. Eg: short fasteners overlapping 

 

 
11) Use Sat Wrap (SW) to secure Saturation probe & stop ambient light 

from interfering with accurate probe readings. 

 


